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A MODEL §TUDY 

of 

SLAB ACTION IN CONCRETE PAVEMENTS - ----- ~ ____ .. _ 
The study of the destructive effect of loads upon concrete slabs 

has been in progress for some time. Contributions to the literature 

have been made by Teller (1), Westergaard (2), Glover (3), and others.* 

Recent advances in vehicle design necessitated by the heavy loads 

transported by truck and trailer assemblies have prompted those in-

terested in the preservation of our highways to make further investi-

gations. 

Accordingly John S. Worley, Professor of Transportation Engineer-

ing at the University of Michj.gan, W. D. Wise of the Fruehauf Trailer 

Company, and Charles M. Ziegler, State Highway Commissioner conferred 

to determine how best to proceed with such a study. Consul ta.t.ion with 

A. E. White, Director of Engineering Ilesearch and E. L. Erickson, 

Chairman of the Department of' Engineering Mechanics resulted in the; 

opinion that a scale model should be quite satisfactory for prnliminary 

work. It should serve as a means of developing technique and also it 

should indicate trends which could be verified, later in a full-size slab. 

(1) Teller, L· W. - The Six Wheel Truck and the Pavement, Public Roads .• 
October, 1925. 

(2) Westergaard, H. M· - Stresses in Concrete Pavements Computed by 
Theoretical Analysis, Proceedings of the 
Highway Research Board, 1925. 

(3) Glover, V. L. ·- Investigati.on of the Effect of Wheel Loads Appli<Jd 
to the Pav<Jment by Six Wheel Trucks - Mimeographed 
Report, Bureau of Materials, State of Illinois De·· 
partment of Public Works and Buildings, Division 
of Highways. 

* See Bibliography. 



W. W. McLaughlin, Testing and Research Engineer for the Highway 

Department agreed to build a model in the Testing Laboratory at .Ann 

Arbor. J. L. Byers, Testing Supervisor, constructed the slab and load

ing devices; and E. A. Finney, Assistant Testing and Research Engineer 

directed the research. D•.le Gilliard of the Department of Engineering 

Mechanics placed the strain gages and assisted with many tests. E. A. 

Boyd of the Testing Laboratory and the University assumed the respon

sibility for placing structures necessary to the tests and also 

assisted with most of the tests. 

The destructive effect of loads upon a concrete slab was the 

principal object of this investigation. Secondary considerations w"'re 

the determination of the value of the SR-4 tllectric strain gage aFJ a 

reliable indicator for stresse:l in Mnerete, 011d a. model-prototype 

comparison for concrete slabs. 

A summary of the tests made on the model and the purpose of ertch 

is as follows: 

L A single axle was equipped with twc), four, and six wh,3els 

and loaded to determine the reduction in strain due to an 

increase in the number of wheels. 

2. Two axles were spaced at various distances in an effort to 

find a spacing which would allow the system to be loaded 

above the single axle load without l.ncree.sing the strain. 

3.· Three axles were spaced at various di£tnnces to f}etermine 

the effect of each axle Up<)ll the strain;J under the other 

axle. 
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4· Loads were appHed at the interior of the slab, at a 

longitudinal edge, at an end or transverse edge, and 

at a corner. The object was to find tl1e relations 

between strains and def'lectionCI at these positions. 

Single loads on very small areas were applied at D. 

6. 

corner, an edge, and at an interil'r point to obtain 

data which could be compared with the theoretical 

values obtained from Westergaard 1 s equations. 

Strain gages were attaehed to the under side of the 

slab for the purpose of comparing the tensiQn at that 

point with the compression above. 

7. Subgrades were ehanged in an attempt to observe tho 

effects of stiff and soft subgrades upon the strain 

and deflection readingf!. 

8. Overloads were applied at various positions in order 

to note the typos (lf failures procluced. 

The model served the purpose for which it was constructed. It 

shov1ed that the addition c•f wheels to an t<Xle is n"t an eY.pediont 

method of increasing tho loading capacity. It shewed that two axles 

could carry a load mQre than twiee that of a single axle if the proper 

axle spacing was used. It gave a set of relations between the stresses 

at the center, edge, and, aml corner. 

From the study of this model, a better idea of the lvad-·def'lection

strain relationship was found. It w.as se,on that strains under wheel:J at 

the edge of the slab are dependent upun axle length. Curves from v:hich 

an opt1mum spacing fur axles can be found were develope(]. 
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The slab has been useful in the develepment of technique for 

applying loads, for mseasur~g deflections, and for the application and 

reading of electric strain gages. Results from this study are· bene

ficial in the formation of further studies in the problem of loaded pave

ment slabs. 

· This is a progress report describing briefly the results of the 

va1•ious tests without detailed theoretical analysis or mathematical 

considera-tion, The report is devoted to the properties of the materials 

tested, discussion of the test equipmen·t; and loading technique, measure

ment of destructive effect and study of failures. Conclusions drawn 

from the test data are presented. 

It is proposed in the course of the L~vestigation to correlate 

tests results wHh theory, This treatment will be presented later as 

a separate report and will express trends to expect in the prototype. 

Recommendations will be made for improving the test methods and for 

obtaining other desired data, 
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DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMF.NT Mll). TEST PROCEDnRE 

This investigation was a study of 'the effect of loacls, ancl eonse

quent.ly it was desirable t<; eliminate other effects as much as p0ssible. 

Controlled laboratory conditiuns seemed to be a solution. In an atntoG

phere of' constant temperature and moisture the effects of wa:ep:ing were 

mi.nimized, and human as well as mecrmnical ~>rrors were lessened by the 

absence e>f extreme weather conditions. 

Materials: 

A wooden form 18 feet by 4 feet by J1l inche~ deep was built upcn 

a concrete floor in the lab<~ratory. This was filled. with a ntabilbeC: 

clay·-gravel subgrade material and vibrated tu cGmpacticn. Br>aring plate 

tests gave a modulus of stiffness of 220(1 p. s. i.. per inch at 0.05 

inches deflection. 

A concrete slab 15 feet by 33 inches by 2 l.nehe:3 was crwt em this 

base. This was a one-eighth scale representation of a pavement sletb. 

The aggregate was composed of 3/8 inche:s pea gravel and sand. Cylinders 

and flexure beam11 gave the fcllowing results: 

Compressive strengtl1 at 11. days = 1,500 P• s. i. 

Compress! v:3 strength at 28 days = 1,900 p. 13. i. 

Modulus of elasticity at 1000 P• s. i. = I+, 8()0<, 000 P• s. i. 

Modulus of rupture =: 700 p. s. i. 

At the conclusion of the investigation on the stabilized subgrade 

the slab was removed. A six inch layer of sand was plac~d on the old 

subgrade, the slab was replnced nnd loaded to obtain good bearing, The 

bearing plate tell't showed that the modulus of stiffness for the new 

subgrade was 350 p. s. i. per inch. 
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Equipment: 

The instrument used to indicate the state of the stre:Ln in the 

slab was th" SR-4 strain gage (4). Thi.s is a resistance type gage and 

the strains are easily rea.d. d:i.rectly in micro-inches per inch by mt:nnt~ 

of a portable strain indicator. These ga[;es were cemented to the tolah 

surface and electrically connected to a selector switch. More than 100 

such gages were used on the upper surfe.ce of the slab, and three ronettes 

of threB gages each were cemented to the bottom. An arrs.y UfJed for the 

study of the effect of wheel and axle arrangements at the center of the 

slab is Shmm in Fit:-;ure 1, and the arrangnment for the corner gtud:;r is 

given in Figure 2. 

Deflections were meafmred v:J.t'·, FedErcn.l on<>-thou.snndth diaJ.r,. These 

were supported by portable wooden racks which were entirely frGe from 

contact with the slab, subgradc; or forms. 'l'he dial pattern was acl;justed 

to meet the neE,ds of tho investigaHon. Figure 3 is typical of tlle 

arranr,ement for center loading, sn.d Figure 4 illustrates a design usee! 

in the edge study. 

Application of Loadf!.: 

Loads were applied through wooden axle representations and tire 

impressions reduced to appropriate scale. The actLw.l climensions are 

g:lven in Plate I. The center shoes represent an axle with two wheels; 

the outer pairs, four wheels; oml the third shoe was attr.wherl inside 

I 
the first for the six wheel study. Adcli tional shoes, or tire repre-

sentations, were constructed and slotted to ,>errnlt installation immCJd--

icttely above the strain gn.ges. 

(1,) Nielsen, D. iVi. -- Strain Ga;.;es, Electronics, De;, ember 1943. 
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Figure 2. Strain gage layout 
for the corner study. 

I 

'Figure l. An array of 
SR-4 electric strain 
gages attached to the 
slab for the study of 
the effect of various 
wheel and axle arrange
ments at center of slab. 

\ 
\ 



1 Figure 3. Dial arrangement for measuring deflectiom; cuutwd ' 
by center loads. 

Figur? 4. Linear dial pattern US(~c1 in the measurnment of 
edge deflections. 
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1; l•'igur·e 5. Superstructure and 
loadinp, berJJO used to furnj.sh 
reaction ~:~grdnst j nck during 
loading. 

gu:re 6. dynamometer un:i. ts 
and beam to produce load. 



The original loading device was a cantilever beam. This was 

later replaced by a hydraulic jack. A heavy wooden superstructure and 

loading beams were built above the slab to provide reaction for the 

jack when the load was appli.ed. This structure may be seen in .Figure 5. 

The jacks used to produce the load were the ten-ton Mohawk Porto

power type. The intensity of the load was determined by dynarnoraoter 

rings equipped with ten-thousandth dials. Two such systems in use at 

the center of the slab are shmm in Figure 6. 

The greatest difficulty to overcome was the distribution of the 

load. As the loading patterns became more complicated b~' thr~ e.ddi.tion 

of wheels and axles, the difficulties in alignment became more pr<!noun

ced. Attempts were made in the initinl stag:es to load several axles with 

a large metal plate. Results of these experi.mEmts wore cJO inconr;isten·t 

that better methods had to be devised. It was finaLLy decided that each 

axle required a separate jack, and the problem th0n reduced to that of 

obtaining uniform pressure upon all of the wheels under the clnr;le axle. 

'l'he procedure finally selected was as follows: The grooved shoes 

were placed over the gages to be read and rubll•Jr pads were ple.eed upon 

them. Thin cardboard shi.ms. were then put on top of the rubber P'"ds r•nd 

the wooden axle assembly was carefully placed upon these. Pressure was 

applied to the axle block and the shims tested for t].ghtness of fit. 

Additional shims were inserted above the loose on"s until a snug fit 

was attained. A mete.l plate now covered the aYl'' block rmcl the jack 

and dynruaomcter assembly was put into position. 

Loads were kept suffieiently l01v that the dd'lec:t:i.on might not 

<'Jxceed 0.05 inches. ExcerJsive loads were requh·ed to get npprecirlble 
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def'lecti<>m when the slab was on the stabilized bas>J. Gc<:·d do>fleeti<Jn 

readings were proii.uced on the ~.and subgrade, howev•.•r A :\.imi t:i.nr~ 

factor in the loading was the c.cr.1press.i ve strength <of ,h,~ WO(ldon who ell 

impressions. Thc~se would withstand e.oout 1000 pC;undr> ';; ch without 

failure. 

The rate of loading was not m•%ts·llred. Howev~'r, h·' reutint~ <oB··· 

tablished a rathar crJnstant rate for all tests except 

failure. Deflecti.onA were always read at the end of c. 

allowing the systtilm to reach stability 8 The lncrea:~e ln JA 'J.in read-

i11gs resulting from the slow s<;>ttling of the slab aftel lc.r d. !1f, (Jur

ing a single test was only 3 to 5 mic:r<;·--.'.nehes. The i.nco:•ease in de-

flection Wlnl not more than 5 thc:usnndthb. 
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MEASUREMENT QX DESTJ).UCTIVE EFFECT 

Highway pavement slabs fail because of excessive tentdle str,?sses 

in either the upper or lower surface. This fact allows the use of sur-

facF; strain as an indication of the destruc:ti ve effect of a load. E:x-

perience with surface ga.ge plugs on the Michigan Test Road (5) hns 

proven that the readings are not sufficiently reliable for accurat<~ 

comparison. The Carlson stress meter ( 6) has proved sathlfactory but 

was not avaj,lable. The SR-4 electric gage was investig~\ted e.nd found 

very satisfaetory when applieod to steel. Tests on concrete ind:lcmto 

good performance, so it was d.racided tc, use these ['ll['es for the m.odfll 

slab investigation. 

Sets of thre~ gages each, one longitudinal, Qne lateral Dnd one 

diagonal, were attached to the bottom of the slab dir<,etly benea'th cor .. 

responding sets on the top. L'mds were v.pl)lied with results as llhovm 

in graphs A and B of Plate II. It 11as antidpated that the stra:Lns 

would be radial and of about equal int<,nsi ty when the load we.o impressed 

through a single wheel. However, the wheel could not be locn.ted directly 

at the point of intersection of the gage lines without dflf;Jtroying the 

gages. This fact may have caused the dirlcrepancy in the resultB. 

Graph B is evidence that the state of tension on the bottom of the r>lab 

-----
(5) Michic;an State Highway Department-· 'fhe i\lichigrm Test Rori.d, 191.2. 

(6) Carlson, R. VI. - "Fiv<> Years lt1provement of 'th•> Elastic Wire Str.9in 
Meters." En,•;ineering News Recorci, May 16, 1935. 
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under a loo.d is well indicated by the compression reading on the top. 

This is very advantageous because of the difficuUy of attaching gages 

to the bottom, and the ease with which they may be cemented to the top. 

Graphs C, Plate II, are the result of efforts to compare strain 

values in the lateral and longitudinal direction for single axle load-

:lng. It is readily seen that in no case is the lateral strain more 

than 50% of that in the longitudinal directions. Further studies with 

two and three axles show an iricrease in this ratio to as much as 70%. 

See Plate III. Computation by Fremont(7) based on theory indicates 

that on a 7 inch slab this ratio is about 80%. 

Since the excess of longitudinal strain values over lateral strain 

it• marked, it was thought that the maximum strain must. be in a direc

tion close to the longitudinal, and within the limits of error of this 

investigation these longitudinal strain readings would be representative 

of the state of stress of the pavement for anw loading system. Diffi-

culty in the use of rosette arrangements precluded the possibility of 

their use in this model study, but the single gage could basily be 

straddled by a grooved block. These facts led to the adoption of the 

grooved block and longitudinal gage as a criterion of the state of 

etress, and consequently an indication of the destructive effect of 

the load. 

(7) Fremont, w. o. - Effect of Various!Oadlngs on Highway Pavements, 
Mimeographed Report, Research Laboratory, 
Michigan State Highway Department, February, 1942. 
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Multiple Wheels on a Single Axle 

Because of the present day trend to ucld a.ddi tional wheels to 

trailer a.xles to allow transportation of hea.vy loads, e. study vms de

vised to evaluate the benefits derived from this practice. Axles 

with 2, 4, and 6 wheels were located at the (Jenter, edge, and corner 

of the model. Figure 7 is typical 0f the al'rangement for center load

ing. 

It was found that the stx·ess reduction due to the addition of 

wheels was dependent upon the subgrade. The strains cnused by a load 

upon an axle with four wheels were 32% less than th0r1e produced by the 

two wheel systen, and the six wheel array gave a reduct1on of 23% when 

the slab was resting on the stiff base. However, stmila,r tests when 

the sand subgrade was used showed reductions for fcmr wheols of only 

3%, and an increase in strain of 6% for six wheels. Since modulus 

tests on the sand indicated approxinmtely field C<)nditions, the latter 

figures are more indicative of the effects experi.enced on the road. 

Grapll A of Plate IV is r.t summary of the data from these single axle 

tests at the center of the slab. Graph B of Plate IV shows the rela-

tionship at the edge and Graph C is the corner ctmdition. '£he differ

ences in strains for the various wheel arrnng<'mtents e~d the tapparent 

inconsistencies in their order of magnitude seem t(; indicate that no 

increase in load is warranted by the acl.di tion of extra wheels to an 

axle. 

Two Axles 

The alternative raethod of adding wheels to support heavy loads 

is to add an additional axle. Glovers 1 (;3) report indicated that thO?.re 

is an axle spacing abf>Ve which the strains under each axle for u , 

: ' ... - 11 -



1Figure 7. Details of loading method for a 
Gingle axle at the slab center. 
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constant axle l®ad are slightly lovmr than they are when one axle is 

loaded alone. This resul·~ was corroborated by the experiments on the 

model slab. 

Two axles were spaced at the extreme distance of 102 inches and 

this space was reduced by stages until a minimum spacing of 6 inches was 

reached. Deflections and strains were read both for a load on the first 

axle alone and for equal loads on each axle. By this method the strain 

and deflection patterns for one axle could be readily compared with the 

patterns for two axles, and any increase or decrease in strain under the 

first axle was easily observed. Figure 6 is an example of the method 

used to load two axles. 

Examination of Graph A of Plate V shows that the deflection curve 

i1lfluences a large portion of the slab. The distance between points of 

zero deflection measures about 8 feet. The influence of the load ex

tends beyond this distance because of the small upward deflection out

side of these zero points. However, the upward deflection is vezy 

small so that the slab is no·b greatly affected beyond a point four feet 

each side of the load. 

The stress curve shows that the top of the slab is in compression 

wUhin a region two feet wide and in tension beyond. There were not 

enough gages available to chart the complete curve, but the radius of 

cu:rva:ture of the deflection curve is large in this region of tension 

so it is expected that the values attained are relatively small. No 

measured tensile values exceed 25% of the maximum compressive strain. 

An attempt was made to space two axles .. sufficiently far apart 

that one would not influence the other, Although the strains in the 
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first axle area were not measurably a.ffected by the second rJ.Xlo l0ad 

when the largest available spacing of 102 inches was used, thf; deflec

tions were readable. 

The curves obtained from the data (;n two axles at .36 inches is 

presented in Graph B of Plate V. At this spacing the deflecti.on curvt" 

is pra!ltically flat at the bottom, and the strain cm'V(~ shows only 

slight tension midVIay between the loads. Graph A of Plate VI shows the 

change in the curves produced by closer spacing. Here th<J axles arG 

15 inches apart. Although t!HJS<O curves were plot ted from the six wheel 

data, they do not differ raee.surably from the four wheel case. 

Curves (B) and (C) in Plate VI prosent a. relation between stress 

change under the first load caused 6y the applic!i.t:ton of the second 

lo!td. Graph (C) for the edge of the slab seems t.o be better than B, 

the curve for the interior. 'l'he discrepancy was probably caused by 

variations l.n subgrade modulus or subgradb bearing. The curves a:re a 

good indication that any aYJ.(J spacine under 1;,~ inchr"s r~ust be accom

panied by a reo.uctiun in axle h,a.d :Lf' the strains are not to be in-· 

creased beyond those caused by a sl.ngle a:de. Apparently a spacine of 

25 inches will produce minimur" stral.ns. Since the t,xle lflngths used in 

the 1'roject were about 12 inches, it may bfl ruughly stnted that axl,,s 

must be spaced at lerwt one axle length aj'Jart if tho two Rxle systems 

are to carry twice the load of 8, single axle. If thE' spaeint; is tvdee 

an llxle length the total load c<Atld be increasec1. a.b<:Jut 10%. 

Three Axles 

A third axle was added to the syst<)lll in vrder to a0~erta:tn whetlwr 

or not the trend found in the two axle studies conttnuec: when additional 

- 13 .. 
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Figure 8. Three axh:>s J.oaded e:t, the edge o.f the s.lab. 



axles were added. Figure 8 illustrates how 3 a-xle loading was accom-· 

plished. Deflection 1md strain c:unms for 32 inch and 12 inch axle 

spacing are drawn on Plate VII. 

It is seen that the st:r·ains under the middle axles are greater 

than the strains under the outside v.xles in these "two instances. There 

is a slight rHversal in curvature in "the deflection curve for the ;l2 

inch spacing accomi'anied by a corresponding sectivn of the strain curve 

registering tension. Closer spacing of the axles elioino.ter; this effect. 

The investigation at tile :3lab center shows that the largest 

strain reductions occur under the inner axle Wh(Jn thG ,,paeing is about 

22 inches, see Plate VIII, Graph A, curve (a), and e. corresponding rnnxi

mum reduction is found a.t 23 inches .for the outside axles, Graph A, 

curve (b). These values support the results of the two axle study in 

which it was shown that a spacing of a. bout two mtle longths produced 

minimum strain. If no fJther factors are involvec·~, curve (a) suggests 

that in the case of thrc,~ axles spaced at 23 inches the• axle load might 

be increased 15% over the single axle load without increasing ·!the 

strain beyond that producroK1 by one axle. 

Edge Loading 

Strain gages were cemented to the slab fllong a longi tudirw.l edge 

and a deflMtion dial pattern was arranged to permit a study of condi··· 

tions at the edge of th~l slab. F'it(Uro 4 is typim1l of the h'rout for 

edge testing. 

1'he strain and deflection patterns for this J.ocatiun were simi

lar in appearance to those fO\md at the r~lab c•mt(or w:L th the qualH'ica

tion that the amplitudes of the curves were greater. Graph A of' Plate 

-· 14 -
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IX indicates that the strains at the edge exceed thc,tle for the crmt.Gr 

by 25 percent. 

The a.xle spacing effect for the edge was ax!1.i.bited by P:l.nt." VI, 

Graph C. The critical spaeing is seen to be 10 inches, and the spa cine; 

for minimum stress is 23 inches. These values a.re in fair agreement 

with the results of the center study. 

In order to study the effr0ct of the inner wheel upon the strains 

under the wheE>l at t,he edge, the loading ,j aoks were arrm1;;:ed so that 

each whE>E>l could be loaded separately. The rnagni tude of the f!t.rr.,:i.n 

caused by loading the outer wheel alone was found. The> inner wher>l was 

t.hen lvaded a.n equal amount and the increases l.n tltrr,in not"cl. The 

size of this increase was de,.oendent upon the distance betw<:-Hn wheelB, 

being about 20 percent f,,r the regular axle length. Graph C, Plntc IX 

compares the outer aml inner strains. Tht> effect. of other a:d'·' lenl!,ths 

upon t.his strain are shown in Graph B on Plate VIII. It is se">n that 

e.xle lengths under 9 inches yield rapid increases in strain under the 

outside wheel. 

.Conditions at the Slab End. 

Usually conCl'ete x·oad sl!,bs arG joine6 at the ends by some load 

transfer device such as slip dowels. However, J;runh wartime conGtruc

tion has been done without this st.r~el. The 4l•.lCel upvn ~'hich therae 

tests hav(l been conducted s:I.J,mlat.es such constructl.un, since ther•3 

were no supporting dowels at the" end. 

Loads at the end of the slab ;'lrudueed strains of nearly eque.l 

raagnitude in two directions: (1) tensilt.~ str~·-:.ins along the Bl.ab <~ent0r 

line with a maximum a. few inches imvard fror.l the load, ;1nd. (2) compressive 
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strains under the load in a lateral direction. 1'he latter ease is very 

sir.~ilar to edge loading, but the araplitud"' of the strain cmrvo was less 

than the.t for the, edge because of the flat deflec,Uc,n pattern resulting 

from the narruw slab width. The longitudi.nal strains and de.nectiws 

for a single axle and for two axles 11t 16 inches are exhibited on Pla t>3 

x. 
~rhese graphs show that the waxh1ura Htrain is somewhat reduced by 

the application of a sec0nd axle, while the de.flectiomJ rc,rxdn about 

the sarJe. 1'he 'arnount of such stress reduction is dependent upon the 

axle spacing. Gra1Jh A of Plate XI shows the effect of the dis-tanc•c> 

betw(;en axles. This curve reveals a cri t:LmJJ. spB.cing at abou-t 9 inoh<lS 

and a spacing of 16 l.nches tu ,Jroc\uc-.e piniLXllfl stl'n.in• 

Investif~M.on a-t "th~?_Qurn!'.r. 

Figure 2 showr, the gage· layou-t Mel c:Ual arrangemen-t along the 

longitudinal edt;e for the corner loaning test. In addi.tic.n to th<3 

gages along the slab rodr;es, several gages were attached in the clia

gCJnal direction. The regular whe•'>l and axlH trtudy we.:3 roper> teo here, 

and in addition tests were made for the case of a single wheel c•n -the 

corner. 

The direction of maxiLmra strain for this .study· was dependent 

upon the type of loading. A single wheel on the corner produced maxi-

mum strain along tho d1.agonal, certuin two axle sy~JtfJms showed gr\:Jate:r 

strains along the diagonal than along the edge, while others gnve 

larger strains at the edge. The single axle loading produced r.1axinmm 

strains along the longitudinal ec':ge. 

- 16 -
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Results o.f the single axle study at the corner were shown on 

Plat.e IV, Graph C. Strain and deflection diagrams for the two wheel 

case for one axle and for two axles at 13 inches are shown on Plate 

XII. The stress reduction is quite noticeable for the axle s;_oacine 

shown. Graph B of Plate XI shows that this value of axle spacing is 

the spacing which produces ml.nimum stress. The critical spacing is 

6 inches. 

Stresses due to corner loading exceed- those caused by any other 

type of loading. A study of Plate IX shows that the end stressr's are 

less than 50 percent of the corner ~-tresses; edge values are about 91, 

percent, and the center values are 75 pnrcent of those at the e-or.ne,r. 

Graph D, Plnte IX compares the effect of a single wheel load wHh t.ha,t 

of a single axle and shows B, strrdn :increase of almost 1,5 perc~mt over 

the values of axle loading. 

- 17-
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Figm:'1?J 9. End of ~1lab 
showing faHurc due to 
single wheel at cox·ner 
in right foreground, 
cormn· br<~r~k from tr.m~ 
dem loading .in right 
background, rmc1 edge 
break e&tt~>ed l:.y SEHui ... 

circular loading aroa 
in left foreeround. 

figure 10. Lt:-Jft forc-J
ground: break due to 
tand~Hi'l load. Right: 
cracks forllled whfm 
load was nppl.ied on 
1-3/L~ in. drculnr 
pla tr:: td:. slab edge • 

Figurf1 11. Cot•nt.:Jr break 
ffrom axle loading in 
left foreground, o.:~dge 
failure due to loud on 
s~~mi--clrculnr plate in 
een tE)I' foregr·ound, ~~or
ner br(;:,ak cnusccJ by 

. single whet<'Jl load in 
left tm.ckground, r>..nd 
failu.re from edge lvnd 
on 1-3/L,. in. d:l.sc e,t. 

ght. 
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I 
Fi.gur{~ 12. Rac1.ial tomcl. ~t~nave~rse eraeks in eenter 
of slab caused by loud on 1-·3/1~. in. plate. 'I'tH::re 
was ctpparently some sheur ff.tilure at thl1 po:i.nt uf 
load. 

Figure 1.3. Forr;;~ground: failure from J.oad on 1lerrd.·
circular area at slab edge. Cfmter: Cracks formed 
wh(m excessive load. vw.s applied on axle w1 th fctLU'' 

wheels near slab cantor. Note some radial cr,Jck;;; 
under far wheel. Craoks at left u.re continuat:lo:n 
of failures shown in JY'1gl.•.re 12. 
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At the conclusion of the oXJ.)eritnent t4HV~:rn1 pointr:: ·nere located 

on the slab and load:< vrere applied through VH.rious devices at these 

points until the slab .failed. Photugrnphs of these breaks {lro Bhown 

and graphs are included for tho pr•"sentntion of load deflection dot, .• 

Strain readings were taken at two 1)osi tiom1. 

Single wheel corner loading produced breaks across thn corner 

perpendic.'Ular to the diagonal r;nd a few inchBS :inward f'r<:''" the load. 

Figures 9 and 10 show these failures, Lond-deflect:Lon ·and strein 

curves are presented on Plat<2 XIII, Graphs A e.ncl D. Loacl<J on whi,JGls 

in tandem caused a failure between the wheels, whereas dual wh(3<Jls on 

an axle broke a large corner S<;ction. See Figure's 10 and 11 for pic

tures of ths breaks and Graphs B and C of Plrrte XI II for the data. 

The edge breakG W<lre of two types. The load ap(Jlied to n. ser:d.

circular area at the slab edge causP-d a local failure, l:lllt when tha 

lt>acl was transmitted through the full vrea of the disc complete trrms

verse cracks were formed. Views of these cracks aJ:(J shown in E'.igurEJS 

10 and 11. Graphs A, B, c, D, and g of Plate XIV sttpply the data. 

Figux·es 12 rmd 13 prc;sent vievm c,f the failures resul tl.ng from 

loads at the interior of the slnb. Plate XIV sttp;Jlies both deflect.ion 

and strain data for this t<>St. Gra1Jhs F a;J;::ly tu the s:Lngle arM c~.se, 

and Graphs G a;Jply to the caso for four wheels on one a:xle. 

An insi>ectic.n of the curves on Plates XIII &nd XIV reveals the 

following: An ul tima.te lead of 1,500 pounds was r·equired to cause 

failure i'or the single wheel at the interior of tho slab. The value 

at the edg<> was the same for the full disc 11n'a J but r~cluced tq e..bput 
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50% of that value when the disc was on thl' extreme edge w:lth only 

half the area on the slab. The load to cause faD.ure at the corner 

was 40% of the value for the center brfJak. 

An axle with four wheels cauaed failure at the cent<"r when the; 

load was 6000 pounds. Although the loadine area was increasod 300% 

the ultlma.te load was only 33% larger than the valu" f<Jr t.he singJ.,;J 

wheel. The corner fs.ilure in this case r<:'ltuired a load of' /,000 

pounds. This is a reduction of 33% below the value for the interior, 

but is twice the value for the single'> wh11r;l. 
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CONCLUSIQN§. 

The data resulting from the investigetion seems to SU]>port the 

followl.ng conclusions: 

· 1. Loads sup;,orted by single axles cannot be increased in 

proportion to the nUlilbflr of wheels added to the axle. 

When the slab rested upon the sand subgrade, the modulus 

of stiffness of which was comparable to road condi t.icns, 

the strain reduction for four wheels wm: only 3% helcJW 

t,ho two wheel value, and the cc:rresponding strain for 

six wheels showed an increaroe of 6% above the tvw wheel 

strain. These smo.ll variations are negligiblo and cer.;. 

tainly do not wnrrant an increase in the number of wheels 

per axle as c1 moans of decreasing the P·HVement stresn. 

2. The load suworted by two axles ean be twice thnt carried 

by a single axle without l.ncrea:>ing thG strain above that 

rc>corc.led for one axle J.c,afling 1'rovidi.ng tho two axles are 

properly spaced. In the case of this model, this spacing 

is from 13 inches to 25 inches, or ap,Jroximately from one 

to two axle lengths. An optimum spacing of 18 inches ;ler··· 

mits a further increase of 10% of the total load. 

3. A three axle system perrni ttec1 loadings of thr<Je tir,les 

the single axle load for '1Xle spacings about the same 

as that found i.n the twu axle carle. Strains beneath 

the middle axle increase rapidly for axle spacingrJ be-

low 13 inches. 

- 20-



4. Maximum strains at the center and edge of the slab werFJ 

beneath the load, while those at the end R.nd corner were 

a short dis·tance inward from the load. The strnins due 

to edge loading were 12% above thosB causc;cl by conter 

loading, and the strains caused by corner loading ex

ceeded tl;le strains for the center position by 25%. 

5. A single wheel at the corner of the slab producc;d maxi

mum strains in the direction of the diagonal, but an 

axle at tbe corner caused larger r;trains along the 

longitudinal edge. '£he strnins due to the single wheel 

were 50% greater than thooe caused by the axle. 

6.' . Tensile strains on the underside of tho slab were 

found to be approximately equal to the compressive 

strains on the 11lJ1)er surface. 

7. Deflectic>n and strain values are dependent upon the 

subgrade. These curves incr<'ased in runplitude about 

60% when the slab was moved frum the stabilized to 

the se,nd ;;mbgrade. 

8. Failures due to edge loe,ding produced small edge 

breaks onll'f. when the load was on the extreme edge. 

Full tire impressivns (JU the slab at the edge 

caused cumplete transverse cnwks. Tandem wheels 

on a corner pruducecJ. a break betlVeen the wheels. 

Single wheel loads caused a combination of .radial 

cracking and two transverse cracks at positions of 
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rualiimum tensile strain, thto> radial craeks appea:d.n1; first. 

Axle load'-! at int<-:rior points caused transverse cra.oks 

beneath the load. 

Futllt§..J?.t£;i acts 

It is now proposed to continue this investigation on a full size 

slab upon which the loads are to be. ~.pplied through actual truck and 

trailer wheels. This will enable analysists to ev.'J.1:uate constrmts 

for actual working conditions and predict the effect of many ty;)eS of 

slab loading. 

- 22 -
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Figure 9. Enc;\ of slab 
showing .ft;~.Hurc due to 
single' wheel at corner 
:i.n right foreground, 
cormlr break from t:::n
dem loading :l.n right 
background, ond edt£G 
break em.l~iod by fJerai ... 
circular loading urou 
in h~ft forr;grQund. 

P'igure 10. Left i'orC::•
ground: brenk due to 
tand\lm load. Rlght: 
crn.oks f'o~ .. ·llled whc-m 
load was rtpplied. on 
1-3/L,. :i.n. ei:rcular 
plat(" t1..t ;'Jl&b edgt'l. 

Figur(~ 11. Corner brenk 
ffrom axle loading in 
left fo:regr()lmd., edge 
failure due to loud on 
semi--circulnr pl~t'to in 
een ter foreground, <lor-· 

· ner br•:;ak caused by 
single whed load in 
left bs.ckground, e.nd 
failure from edge loo.d 

l-3/11. in. disc at 
ght. 
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F.i.gur<~ 12. Radial t:mcl. 'tf~nsverRe eraeks ln eenter 
of slab cB.used by lot1d on 1--3/1{. l.n. plate. 'rh(:Jl'e 
was npparen tly some sheur failure at th('l potnt of 
load. 

]'igure 13. Foregrwnd: failure from load on ~wnd.·· 
circular nrea at slub edge. Cent<Jr: Cracks forrMJd 
whc-m e:XcE:JSSi ve load wo.s applied on axle with four 
wheels near slab eentc)r. Note some radial cr>:wks 
under fo.r wheel. Craelw at left 1;.re cont.:Lm.w:tion 
of failux·0s Hhown in Figure 12. 
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At the conclusion of the extoerilllent sev~ral pointr; Wlel'e locuted 

on the slab. and loads vtere npplied through various devicerl nt those 

points until the slab failGd. Photugraphs of thesr; breaks lil1'C r;hown 

and graphs are .included for the pr<~sentation of load deflection do.ta. 

Strain readings wore taken at two 1Josi tions. 

Single wheel curner loading r•roduced breaks ucross trw c:.lrner 

perpendicular to the diagonal and a few inches inward i'r•.;r;\ the load, 

Figures 9 and 10 show these failures. Load-deflect:Lon and strnin 

curves are presented on Plate XIII, Gra;>hs A H.nd D. Loads on wheels 

in tandem caused a failure betvmen the wheels, whereas danl wh"''ls on 

an axle broke a lv.rge corn<'r section. See Figun,<• 10 and U for pic

·tures of the breaks and Graphn B and C of Plate XIII for the data. 

'rhe edge bre~.lm were of two types. The load ap1)lied to o. ser.li-

circular area at the slab edge caused a local failure, l:n1t when the 

load was transmitted through the full prett of' the disc complete trnns

verse cracks were formed. Views of these era.ckH a.rro shown in r'ig-,l:res 

10 and 11. Graphs A, B, C, D, and E of Pl.s.to XIV supply the c)r,tn. 

Figures 12 "nd 13 present views of the failm'IYS resulting from 

loads at the interior of the slab. Plate XIV SUl'!JliElS both de.flect..ion 

and strain data for this tHst. Graphs F ftl.J;)ly to the single area case, 

and Graphs G a;Jply to the case for four wheels on one axle. 

An ins1>ectic.n of the curves on Plates XIII and XIV rew,als the 

following: An ultimate load of 4500 pounds was r·equired to cause 

failure for the single wheol at the interior of tho sla.b. The vn.lue 

at the edge was the sawe for the full disc arCJa; '\JUt r"'duced to aJ:,put 
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50% of that value when the disc vms on tlw extreme edge w:i.th only 

half the area on the slab. The load to cause fallure at the corner 

was J,.O% of the value for the center bNd,. 

An axle w.i th four wheels cau;;ed failure at the cent<~r when the 

load was 6000 pounds. Although the londine a:rea was increas•J.d JOO% 

the ul ti.mate loud was only 33% larger than the vulue for the single; 

wheol. The corner failure in th.l.s case X'8?£uired a loa.d of 4000 

pounds. This is a reduction of 33% below the value for the i.n terior, 

but is twice the value for tho singJ.<, wherJl. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The data resulting from the investigation seems to support the 

following conclusions: 

· 1. Loads supported by single axles cannot be increased in 

proportion to the number of wheE,ls added to the axle. 

lVhen the slab rested upon the sand subgrade, the modulus 

of stiffness of which was comparable to road conditions, 

the strain reduction f'or four wheels was only 3% below 

the two wheel value, and the corresponding strain for 

six wheels showed an increacoe of 6% above the twc' wheel 

strain. These small variations are negligible and cer~· 

tainly dm net warrant an increase in the number of' wheels 

per axle as a means of decreasing the pavement stress. 

2. The loacl supported by two axles can be twice that carried 

by a single axle without increasing the strain above that 

recmrded for one axle loading 1Yr.oviding ';he two axles are 

properly spaced. In the case <Jf this model, this spacing 

is from 13 inches to 25 inches, or approximately from one 

.to two axle lengths. An optimum spacing of 18 inches per··· 

mits a further increase of' 10% of the total load. 

3. A three axle system permi tt<>m loadings of three timer; 

the single axle load for .ule spacings about the same 

as that found in the two axle case. Strains beneath 

the middle axle :Lncr.,ase rapidly for axle spacings be-· 

low 13 inches. 

- 20-



4. Maximum strains at the center and edge of the slab were 

beneath the load, while those at the end >md corn.er were 

a shr;rt distance inward from the load. The strains due 

te edge loading were 12% tlbove thoGe causecl by cfmter 

loading, and the strains caused by corner loading· ex-

ceeded the strains for the center position by 25%. 

5. A single wheel at the corner of the slab pro('tucwJ maxi-

mum strains in the dl.rection of the diagonal, but an 

axle" at tbe corner caus<~d larger strninB along the 

longitudinal edge. '£he strn.ins due to the sin[~le wh(•el 

were 50% greater than thuse caused by the axle. 

6.· . '£ensile strains on the underside of tho slab wr:.re 

found to be apvroxima tely equal to the evmpressive 

strains on th" UiJ,_,er surface. 

7. Deflection and s.train values are dependent upon the 

subgrade. These curves increased in arnpli tude nbout 

60% when the slab was moved from the stabilized to 

the sa.nd subgrade. 

8. Failures due to edge loading produced small edge 

breaks onl)Y- when the load was on the extrf;lme edge. 

Full tire impressi.,ns on the slab at tho edge 

caused complete tran:::vert~e crrtcks. THndem wheels 

on a corner producec1 a break betwerm the wheels. 
. . ' 

Single wheel loads cnusr;d a combination of radial 

cracking and two transverse cracks at j)ositions of 
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maximum tensile strain, the radial cracks ap;)earing f:i.rst. 

Axle loado at interior points caused transverse crackr; 

beneath the load. 

Future Pro.iects 

It is now pro;Josecl to continue thi.s investigation on a ful.l size 

slab upon which the loads are to be ~.pplied through actual truck and 

trailer wheels, This will enable analysists to evaluate constants 

for actual working conditions and predict the effect of many types of 

slab loading. 
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